
Annual Learning and Teaching Conference 
September- 2021
Co-creating a decolonised curriculum: moving 
beyond metrics to a dialogue for change’ on 
8th September. 



Objective of the session

• Learning and Unlearning for Culturally Diverse 
group of Students in UK Higher Education

• To discuss and reflect on my teaching practises 
since last 20 years in higher education



Who am I?

• Dr. Kinnari Pancholi

• (Ph.D., PGCHE,M.COM,BBA)

• Lecturer in Marketing 

• Department of Marketing, Branding and Tourism

• I teach International and Cross Cultural Marketing modules at 
Undergraduate and Postgraduate level.

• Email address-k.Pancholi@mdx.ac.uk
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What is Cultural Diversity in Higher 
Education in UK

• A set of belief shared by a particular group of people

• Language

• Styles of dress

• Way of cooking

• Religion

• Way of behaving

• Way of thinking

• Differences in Value and attitude



Please let me know any 3 differences by looking at below 
two pictures what do you mean by Cultural Diversity



In UK Higher Education



Hofstede’s Cultural Dimension useful to 
understand Culturally diverse classroom 





What I need to Learn for Diverse group of 
Class at University
• Be more acceptable

• Be more tolerant 

• Be more open minded

• Need to be more empathetic

• Need to use more examples and case studies which are from Cross 
cultural marketing background

• To use more video clips from You tube and other online media

• To use more digital tools of leaning and assessments

• Need to encourage students to participate in the class

• Need to put them in culturally diverse group for group assessments



What I need to unlearn

• To give standard local examples

• To discuss more theory

• Create assessments and group work using local or national 
brands

• To use books and material which is limited up to national 

• To set up more theory based assessments

• To motivate students to do surface learning

• To use non digital assessments

• To use hardcopy study material
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• Any Questions?


